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I. I NTRODUCTION
In this work, we consider the problem of managing a Burst
Buffer (BB) system in a shared environment. A BB system
is a new storage technology for HPC architectures, that acts
as an intermediate layer between performance-hungry HPC
applications and the slow parallel file system [2]. It uses a
tier of storage system, typically architected using non-volatile
memory (NVM) such as flash-based SSDs. HPC systems
equipped with BB will be available in the near future [1]. So,
it is important to provide software infrastructure to manage
resources and I/O traffic in BB, in order to support use cases
such as checkpoint/restart and data staging.
In some recent works, researchers have presented and evaluated software systems to provide I/O access to BB systems
and to conduct data management [3], [4]. However, they do
not look at issues in shared BB systems for support of multiple
jobs. Sharing can result in problems such as contention and
load imbalance across BB nodes. Another issue that arises
is: whether we should treat BB as a space resource such
as memory or as a bandwidth resource such as parallel file
system, or as something completely different.
We explore BB management as a resource allocation problem, with the goal of providing BB resources to applications,
balancing the trade-offs between meeting application needs
and whole system optimization. We first investigate implications of various allocation techniques including allocation
based on space and efficiency requirements of applications and
sharing with space- and time-sharing. We use analytic models,
simulation, and empirical measurement to conduct this investigative study. Then we identify management requirements
for BB resource allocation and present our BB allocation
framework called BBAlloc, to capture those requirements.
II. BB R ESOURCE A LLOCATION P ROBLEM
In this work, we focus on a particular architecture of a BB
system based on the Trinity cluster [1], where the BB acts as a
secondary storage system located on a set of dedicated nodes,
and uses the same network as the compute nodes. When
using such a BB system, jobs may have different requirement
in terms of BB space and bandwidth. They need enough space
to match with their output data size and bandwidth to meet
their performance goals.
During our evaluation, we found that under our target BB
system, it is important to consider both space and bandwidth
requirement while allocating the number of BB nodes to a
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given job. In addition, we also found that it is not practical to
allocate a subset of BB nodes to individual jobs for dedicated
access, because of the small ratio of BB nodes to compute
nodes. Instead, there will be need for sharing BB nodes across
multiple jobs. In such shared system, applications can face
I/O interference during concurrent access. We verified this
behavior with empirical measurements on a test bed machine.
We observed that the I/O bandwidth of a BB node gets divided
across concurrent I/O processes. Another issue is wear levels
of SSDs: SSDs can support only limited write cycles and it
wears out after that. Therefore it is also important to balance
SSD wear levels across BB nodes.
We argue that it is important to proactively manage allocation of BB resources to applications, and control these issues
during the allocation.
III. BBA LLOC F RAMEWORK
Based on the above observations, we have begun to develop
a framework called BBAlloc to manage allocation of space and
bandwidth of a shared BB system. Under BBAlloc, we plan to
manage BB resource allocation using multiple steps, including
allocation of storage space, dividing the space into multiple
partitions, and placement of these partitions on physical BB
nodes. During placement, our goal is to balance multiple
performance trade-offs across BB nodes, such as concurrent
I/O traffic, SSD wear level and free space availability. In this
talk, we will discuss the motivating issues for BBAlloc and
also outline its design.
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